
Self Service
A 2012 study across 120 local 
councils estimated that the 
cost of contact for face to face 
transactions averages £8.62, for 
phone £2.83, but for web 
only £0.15

Community Collaboration
Cheshire East Council, with Age 
UK, has developed an online 
social media and information site 
for people living with dementia, 
helping users to continue living 
independently 

Mobility
London Borough of Lewisham’s 
mobile application LoveLewisham 
led to a 73% reduction in graffiti 
and a 33% drop in call-centre 
activity. Saving £500,000 over the 
past five years

Integration of Health 
& Social Care
Streamlining provisions between 
Adult Social Care & NHS is 
expected to save between 
£250,000 and £2,500,000

Achieve More
Spend Less 

“Digital Citizen Engagement”

KEY FEATURES

The adoption of technology by local authorities 
is now mission-critical to overcome the twin 
challenges of increasing citizen demand and 

decreasing funding. Engaging with citizens through 
mobile and digital channels is no longer a “nice to 
have”: it is a key component in a local authority’s 

ability to deliver services effectively and enable staff 
to work in new ways, increasing productivity and 

reducing costs.

Central government funding for councils has 
been cut by 40 per cent over the recent period 
of austerity and The Institute for Fiscal Studies 

anticipates that spending cuts will continue until 
2020. A recent report by the Local Government 
Association urges local authorities to rise to the 
challenges they face, by transforming the way 
they deliver services. This can be achieved by 
combining their understanding of local needs 
with technological innovations to offer better 
management of demand, more reliable and 
efficient handling of routine transactions and 

greater use of shared data.

Microsoft Digital Citizen Engagement provides a 
platform for you to create and deliver consistent 

citizen services across all mobile and digital 
channels and gives you the tools you need to 

deliver your services more effectively and provide 
your staff with new ways of working whilst being 

focused on productivity and cost reduction. The key 
features in this brochure are the building blocks of 
Digital Citizen Engagement that will support you in 

your roadmap for change.

Business Automation
Councils effectively utilising 

procurement frameworks to secure 
the technology and digital resources 

they require in new ways

Omni Channel
Digitising half an hour of every 

transaction currently completed 
offline, could have a total saving to 

the economy of up to £1.8 billion

Analytics
Using analytical and diagnostic 
methods from the commercial 

sector to map the ‘customer 
journey’ as undertaken by

 Essex County Council

Shared Services
At least 337 councils across the 

country are engaged in 383 shared 
service arrangements, resulting in 
£357 million of efficiency savings



Newham embarked on a ground-breaking project to 
improve its service delivery and digital engagement with 
citizens, whilst reducing costs. By sharing services with 
the neighbouring local authority of Havering, Newham 
delivered transformation across both councils.

Results

• Average reduction of citizen transaction costs from £18 
in person to £0.60 over web/email

• More agile service delivery through easy integration

• Targeted £11 million cashable savings

Royal Borough of Kingston embarked on a major work 
programme called “Customer First”. Focused on enabling 
channel shift and improving customer access to services, 
this could only be delivered through a combination of 
smart commissioning and state of the art technology.

Results

• Avoidable contact has fallen by over 60%

• Greater focus on issue resolution and improved 
customer service and chase contacts

Martin Lewis
Local Government
Solutions Lead at 
Microsoft UK

To find out more, 
contact Sunderland City Council has transformed the way it 

interacts with its citizens. With a population of 280,000 and 
delivering over 700 different services, Sunderland have 
streamlined customer access points preventing customers 
from having to repeat information several times.

Results

• E-enablement has also allowed many previously 
resource-heavy processes to be automated

• 80% of school applications are being transacted online 
with 44% being completed out of council hours

• Staff have comprehensive information about customers 
and the services they require in a single view

Microsoft ’s 
mission is to 

empower every 
person and every 

organisation 
on the planet to 

achieve more. 

With Digital Citizen 
engagement, the 
local authorities 

we’ve worked 
with have become 
more agile, made 
signiFcant cost 

savings and offer 
a better service to 

their citizens.

Here are some 
examples of local 

authorities who 
have made that 

change with 
Microsoft.

Martin.Lewis@microsoft.com
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